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to develop play. In any event manhole covers should be avoided
on the carriage-way (if this is possible) for sewer work where access
is required only infrequently. It would be more economical to
have the access cover beneath the road surface in such a position
that it could readily be located when required A submerged man-
hole shaft could be covered with a blank concrete slab, and this
method would eliminate the wear which occurs round exposed iron
covers. Special footpath markers could be utilized for denoting the
exact position of these submerged shafts.
A large number of manhole covers have been designed with a view
to eliminating the tendency to rock under traffic.
Side-chambers are very often useful in obtaining access to sub-
ways, sewers, or other culverts, where it is difficult, on account of
traffic, to enter them from the top, but they are necessarily expensive.
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fig. 135.—section or subway, victoria embankbteot, london.
Mains on Footpaths in Urban Area$.
In the case of suburban areas where wide footpaths are provided
on each side of the road, the mains can be laid fairly inexpensively
at shallow depths under the footway.
The tendency of housing development to-day is to provide wider
footpaths and somewhat narrower carriage-ways than hitherto, the
former allowing for a grass or gravel margin. This feature is of
considerable value to the mains authorities, because the disturbance
and reinstatement of these margins is a comparatively simple matter.
In residential areas fire hydrants may be fixed on the footpaths,
providing that some concrete or sett paving is laid around to take the
water to a channel in the carriage-way. The sewers may be laid
.away from the carriage-way in cases of this kind, although cross
drains for gullies will be required, as is the case when the sewer
passes down the centre of the road; it is particularly easy to accom-
plish this on some of the lesser or cul-de-sac roads on housing schemes.
TVhere cross-fall from one side to the other is employed, and gullies

